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This is my last
President's column in
the red River
Ramblings. Over the
past three years I've
enjoyed serving each
and every one of you. I
would like to wish all the
best to Briget.
As
President, she will face
some challenges, but I'm confident that
she will be able to improve the club
experience we all share.
Next year I will still be on the board as the
Past President. If you have any questions
about this club, please know that I'm still
available to take phone calls, answer
emails etc.
A heart felt thank you to the boards that I've
worked with in 2008, 2009 and 2010. Your
support was crucial to the success that the
PCA had in the past years. We had some
tough times, but a solid board helped us
get past these issues, building what I
believe is an even stronger club.
The chair positions are also critical to the
success of our club. I'd like to thank the
people who've taken on the chair positions
in the past few years. You are the gears on
this machine. Without you, the club would
fall apart. Your contribution to the club is
appreciated, and does not go unnoticed.
I sincerely hope that I will get a chance to
talk to each and every one of you in person
in the future. Whether it be at the Annual
Holiday Dinner, or at another event next
year. Thank you for being part of the PCA
Family.
I've had a blast being your
President.
Tobias Theobald

Statements appearing in issues of “Red River
Ramblings” are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA.
The Red River Region is not responsible for any
services or merchandise advertised herein. The
word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a
make of automobile and does not indicate an
affiliation or relationship with the manufacturer or
distributors.

2012 Porsche Cayman R Makes World Debut
at Los Angeles Auto Show
New mid-engine coupe takes its purist cue
from Boxster Spyder

ATLANTA – November 17, 2010 – Featuring 121 pounds less weight
and the most horsepower available in a mid-engined Porsche, the
330-hp Cayman R has been created for one reason: pure driving
dynamics. With its highly-tuned sports suspension and vigilant
attention to weight savings, the third Cayman model offers an even
more precise driving experience than the “standard” Cayman S. A
direct descendant of the famous 1950’s 550 and 1960’s 904 midengined, high-performance Coupes, the 2012 Porsche Cayman R is
celebrating its world premiere at the Los Angeles Auto Show
November 17, 2010.
Light and Powerful

The newest member of the mid-engine family features the highly
efficient 3.4-liter six-cylinder Direct Fuel Injection (DFI) boxer engine
found in the Cayman S, but produces 10 more horsepower. With a
six-speed manual transmission, the Cayman R sprints from a
standstill to 60 mph in 4.7
seconds, two-tenths of a
second faster than the Cayman
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The main objective in the
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Ho..Ho...Ho...rrible! I can’t believe the
amount of snow that has accumulated
in the last two weeks! I’ve been
alternating between working, sleeping
and shoveling. Apparently we’ve had
70% of a total winter’s worth of snow in
two weeks. This issue’s cover shot was
taken after the first snowfall in
November. When I think that winter is
just starting (and not
officially until December
21) I could cry! At least I
have my ring tone to
remind me to “always
look on the bright side of
life”, so here goes...
Shoveling is about the
only exercise I’ve been
getting, lately and the fresh air can be
quite exhilarating which makes
shovelling a good thing.
I’ve had to put Eva in storage, however,
this year I’m storing her at my shop. I
can now tweak her over the winter. I’ve
taken her out for very short spins, too.
The last time was on December 1. I
couldn’t do that last year, so storing her
at my shop is a good thing.
Our monthly meetings are continued
over the winter months, so being able
to see my “fellow” RRR PCA members
on a monthly basis is a good thing.
Probably my favourite thing about
winter is that our grandson, Jack, our
son Rob and his wife Beth will be here
for Christmas. We haven’t seen them
since August when Jack was only two
weeks old. Thanks to Facebook, we
are able to view videos and photos
daily. We are counting the days. Winter
brings Christmas, Christmas is
bringing our family home, so winter is a
good thing.
So the good outweighs the bad when it
comes to winter and not so horrible
after all. I’ll have to keep that in mind the
next time I have to shovel. I apologize if
I sounded too much like Martha
Stewart.
I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate Joe and Sarah on the birth
of their twin boys, and to thank Lloyd
Richardson and Yvonne Friesen for
hosting such a magnificent Halloween
Party. I had a great time. Check out the
party photos on pages 8 and 9.

RED RIVER REGION

MEMBERSHIP Report
1 December 2010
Primary Members: 108; Affiliates: 72; Total: 180

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:
Gary Koley: 2005 Cayenne S • Andy Tighe: 1988 911 Coupe
Bob Moore-Bunny: 1974 911 Targa
David & Karen Breed: 2008 Boxster S
If you know, or see, someone with a Porsche, urge him or her to join our club.
CONTACT: Malcolm, Membership Chair
Tel: 488-9622

Ray L'Arrivee
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E-mail: PorscheMB@aol.com

performance, driving dynamics and agility. With a DIN
unladen weight of 2849 lbs. (1295 kg), Porsche engineers
were able to achieve a power-to-weight ratio of 8.58 lbs.
per hp (3.9 kilograms per hp) and with 8.8 lbs per hp (4
kilograms per hp) with the PDK.
More from Less

The greatest savings comes from the use of lightweight
components and the omission of certain standard
equipment not directly associated with driving
performance.
In addition to the removal of the A/C and stereo, the driverfocused Cayman R utilizes a sports suspension system
that lowers the Cayman R by 20 mm, helping lower center
of gravity. Optional on the Cayman S, the Cayman R
comes with a standard limited slip differential, front and
rear spoilers from the Cayman Aerokit and special
lightweight 19” wheels also found on the Boxster Spyder.
Lightweight aluminum door skins, carbon-fiber backed
sport bucket seats and interior door panels from the 911
GT3 RS also contribute to the weight reduction. Blackframed halogen headlights, contrasting side mirrors and
decorative "PORSCHE" side-stripes add to the unique
appearance.
The 2012 Cayman R goes on sale in February 2011 and
U.S. base pricing is $66,300.
Submitted by Jill Beck, PCA
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The Spirit of Targa Newfoundland 2010
Targa in his home province of Newfoundland.
Modifications to his Volkswagen Golf GTI would take him
to April of this year to complete or so he thought. In reality
it wasn't on the road until August which literally meant no
break-in period for the car or more importantly no chance
to experience the car under race conditions.
The modifications included a new custom built turbo
engine capable of putting out some 400 plus horsepower,
new 'STOPTECH' brakes, beefed up suspension system,
a roll-cage, and numerous other modifications, as well as
the customary car rally instruments.

“Dad; would you be interested in being a crew member on
Dave's car that he is entering in the Targa Newfoundland
next September 2010?” Now, how could a father turn
down his daughters' request on what was to become one
of those experiences of life that is remembered forever?

So to break in the car, they decided to drive it during the
day on the way to Newfoundland and trailer it at night.
The actual drive to the race began on Sept. 02 and after
driving most of the night from Calgary; they off loaded the
car near Regina and started the break-in period. Some
break-in, the engine blew-up somewhere near Indian
Head, SK, some 45 km later. Now what to do? After
loading up the car and driving to near Brandon MB, they
decide to tear the engine down at a roadside rest area to
figure out the extent of the damage. After a preliminary
inspection of the damage, the decision was then made to
find a salvage engine in Winnipeg and for me to find a
garage and hoist, here in Winnipeg for them to swap
engines.

The Targa is a combination car rally, road race, and
endurance challenge for both car and driver. It requires
both car and driver to drive approximately 500 km over 40
stages of racing in 5 days. But if you don't finish the last
stage on Friday, you don't qualify for any awards. In the
racing community, it is considered one of the best of its
kind. Participants and cars come from Australia, England,
Turks and Caicos Islands and of course the United States
and Canada. Fifty-six cars entered this years Ninth
Annual race: next year the goal is to have 100 cars
entered.

That proved to be surprisingly easy on my part when I
phoned Lyndon Rentz of Cougar Mobile here in Winnipeg.

The charity of choice for the Targa is the Autism Society of
Newfoundland. They in turn provide the best chowder
every night as an additional fund raiser at the meet
and greets.

continued on page 7

The slogan for the Targa Newfoundland is “Its About
the Drive”. Well, our team has news for the
organizers: It starts well before the start line and ends
with the people in it and those who live around it, but,
oh! What a Start to Finish drive!
For me, it was that simple phone call from my
daughter Amber in Calgary. Yes, was the immediate
response, however, it wasn't until March of this year
when I saw a documentary on the 2009 Targa that I
became fully aware of and enthusiastic about
participating in the event. My drive to the starting line
was that simple.
For Dave and his co-driver-cousin Bill; it wasn't quite
that simple or uneventful. Their drive would prove to
be fraught with delays, frustration and at times, some
fleeting thoughts of futility but never of quitting.
It began last October with Dave's idea of running the
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Courtesy of Porsche Cars North America, Inc.

Porsche Night

at Pony Corral
Photo by Mark Harris

Photo by Ray L'Arrivee

October 10th was “Porsche Night” at the Pony Corral.
Despite the somewhat chilly weather, several Porsches
were on diplay for the viewing pleasure of car
enthusiasts. As always at a Pony Corral Sunday Cruise
Night, there was a wide array of antique, specialty and
collector cars filling the lot to capacity. I highly
recommend that you attend a Pony Corral Sunday Cruise
Night. It’s a great way to meet people, see spectacular
cars and spend a Sunday evening.

Photo by Ray L'Arrivee
“The Magnificent Seven”
Photo by Mark Harris

Photo by Ray L'Arrivee

Photo by Mark Harris

Photo by Ray L'Arrivee
Photo by Ray L'Arrivee
Darth Vader’s ride
A very cool De Tomaso Pantera
Photo by Mark Harris
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Then the phone call to Amber and I about an hour later. A
car wheel broke on the first stage and the second stage
was missed because of the wheel change, and then a
major accident on the third stage. At a
90 degree intersection, the car hit a
'deceptive jump into a hard
compression'. The oil cooler ruptured
spewing oil onto the left front wheel and
brake unknowing to Bill driving the car.
At the next hard right curve, with no grip
on the left front brake and tire, the car
spun out of control, backwards through
a bush, demolishing a picnic bench and
Carfix in St. John's
stopping just five feet short of a lake or
pond as they say in Newfoundland.

He provided the boys the full use of his garage, tools and
hoist. What a break! This was just the beginning of the
generosity and hospitality shown to our team during in the
coming days.
Dave in the mean time found a salvage
engine via the internet in Transcona.
Some forty hours later, with the new engine
in the car, they head back on the road. As
the Targa slogan says, 'It's About the
Drive'. And so far it hasn't been a good
one.
One small major problem, the engine didn't
perform well. It would hardly idle. It stayed
that way until they got to Sydney, NS where
the local Volkswagen dealer reprograms
the throttle sensor. It had lost its memory
during the engine failure and replacement.
It now ran better but not to Dave's full
satisfaction.
The next day they arrive in St. Johns, NF
early on the 9th. of Sept. My daughter
Amber and I have already arrived by plane.
That day, we drive around St. Johns, car on
trailer, looking for parts. Coincidentally, we
run into the original owner of the car at the
Volkswagen dealership. He wanted to buy
the car back but Dave would have not of
that. He had come too far and he wanted
to race the car.
Then we're off to Bill's Uncle Gerald to work
on the car. The fuel starvation is still a
problem. Nothing is working at fixing it. It's
like this all week-end, even during the
Prologue on Sunday where Dave and Bill
finish ninth overall

A leg race official, Jack Robinson, saw
it all and invited the boys to his house
where they could work on the car. He
also just happened to have the same oil
cooler in his garage. The cooler,
unfortunately turned out to be
unusable.
Gander

The repair became a Newfie party sans
music. Several locals showed up to
lend support and the requisite beer.
“When in Newfoundland”
Two trips into Bay Roberts for a wheel
replacement and some 11 hours later
the car is repaired or so we thought and
we're on our way to Gander for the next
leg.

Bill, Dave & Ed

Hold on a minute; it seems we can't
leave without some more good old
Newfoundland hospitality. Jack tells us
that his daughter Jill has steak dinner,
baked potato and all the fixing's waiting
for us at her home. Off we go. What a
first day of racing and what a showing
of generosity and hospitality from
people we just met that day! Maybe
there is something special to the slogan
'Its About the Drive.'

Back to Uncle Geralds for some more
tinkering. After a few more hours, Dave is
in need of some much needed sleep and
we head back to the hotel except for Bill
who will keep on trying. About an hour and
a half later in the hotel; the phone rings. It's
Duct Taped Porsche
Bill; he may have found the problem. 'A
We're finally off to Gander about 11:30 P.M. and feeling
dislodged 'O' ring in the fuel pump'. Meanwhile, Dave had
optimistic again. But wait a minute; Dave is pulling into a
entered a 'Forum' on the internet where someone advised
gas bar on the Trans Canada Hwy. Hope he's not out of
him that the throttle body might also be dirty from the
fuel. The gas bar looks closed.
original engine blowing up.
Nope, worse than that. Car has broken down again. Out
The next morning some fuel cleaner is added to the gas
come the tools and under the lights of the gas bar, Dave
tank and the car runs much better.
and Bill set to work again. Frustration is starting to take its
We're off to the first stage in Holyrood with a new
toll on the sleep deprived Dave and Bill. However, they
confidence and a renewed enthusiasm.
manage to get the car going and we literally limp into

continued on page 10
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Hosts
Lloyd & Yvonne
Photos by Ray L'Arrivee

We have been hearing about the
great Halloween parties that Lloyd
and Yvonne had hosted in the past.
We’ve seen photographs. Luckily this
year we were able to actually attend
one. It was amazing! I’m tired just
thinking about the amount of work
they put in. Our hosts Jack the Ripper
(Lloyd Richardson) and his victim
(wench Yvonne Friesen) pulled out all
the stops. Food, decor and costumes
were beyond expectations. Several
RRR PCA members were in
attendance.
To start off the evening, guests were
welcomed by a life-sized prop of The
Reaper. He stood motionless until the
guests were standing directly in front
of him, then suddenly were blasted
with an air horn. The Reaper
remained outside for a couple of
hours until most of the guest had
arrived. What a surprise it was when
The Reaper decided to join the party!
Lo and behold, The Reaper was none
other than MAC Rep. and RRR PCA
member, Kevin Dill! He played the
part to a T. “And the oscar goes to...!”

“The Reaper”
A.K.A. Kevin Dill
stands guard

“Bill Sykes”
Still searching
for Oliver
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Officer Mark Sawatsky takes into custody Mini Mouse (Briget Sawatsky)

The main theme of the party was Victorian
England, the era of Jack the Ripper. Every
wall in both rooms were decorated in either
a stonelike or wood panel covering.
Handmade lanterns, dry ice, and a roaring
fire (on the TV), candles and more made for
a very authentic looking tavern. Lloyd even
went so far as to build a replica of an old pub
table as well as benches. The food was
English style, including homemade stew,
mushy peas and shortbread, with truffle for
dessert.
Prizes for costumes were awarded later in
the evening. Second prize was awarded to
PCA member Jeff Remke (Professor
Moriarty) and first prize went to Ray
L’Arrivee (Bill Sykes from ‘Oliver’). The party
lasted well into the night (or early next
morning to be precise). Lloyd and Yvonne
were terrific hosts. With any luck, they will
be hosting another Halloween Party in the
future.

Lord David Breed and Lady Karen Breed

Customs office Brian Hanson and She-Devil Dawn Hanson

“Jill the Ripper” (Juliette L’Arrivee) and “Professor Moriarty” (Geoff Reimche)
enjoy a pint in the tavern

Paula MacMillan and Kirk Stubner joined by Mini Mouse
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Clarenville some 20 km down the hwy. Now, however, the
car is flooding itself. What next. Talk about frustration!

Amber and I dutifully wash and wax the car and are we
feeling up. A few bubbly and a good night's sleep and
we're back in the race.

Next morning, talk is minimal and the general feeling is that
we're 'TOAST'. The race for us is over.
Not a good feeling after only one-third a
day of racing.

Dawn breaks and the day is almost
boring. We complete; get this, all nine
stages that day. We are on a roll. We
seem to know what we're doing. At one
After a couple hours, cooler heads
'Service Stop” we find ourselves in this
prevail and a call is made to Dave's sister
little town of Carmenville. The kids have
who just happens to live in Clarenville
been let out of school to watch the 'Stage'
and literally just up the hill from us. She
through Carmenville and then to see the
calls up the Dodge dealership in town
cars up close. Some car teams hand
who she knows quite well and the next
Misfortune in Fortune
out postcards and candy. The kids love
thing we know, the car is on another hoist.
it. This was the funnest part of the race so far, in the tiny
This time it's a couple of vacuum leaks and a dislodged air
town of Carmenville on the shores of the Atlantic.
hose that are repaired. 'Et Voila', we are “back on the road
again” as Mr. Willy Nelson so aptly puts it.
We end the day back in Clarenville for three stages, but, as
it turns out; not the stages that were planned. On the third
We get to Gander in time for the 'car meet and greet'.
last stage, some foolhardy soul decides to
enter the race and race along with the real
entrants. Luckily no mishaps occurred. He
was later apprehended by the local RCMP
and taken away much to the delight and
concerns of all involved.
That night at the meet and greet, a number of
competitors and officials including TV
personality, Jim Kenzie of Motoring Canada
complimented Dave and Bill not only on the
car's make-up, but on their perseverance as
well. More on that later.
Dave and Bill cant stop talking about the duel
they had with a twin turbo Porsche 911. They
were able to pull away at the corners only to
have the Porsche with its high end
acceleration catch up to them. We seemed to
be on a roll and it continued for the first five
stages on Thursday. The boys even overtook
another Porsche by one and a half minutes
during one stage in the morning.

Valid Monday - Thursday
noon to midnight!

Then 'misfortune in Fortune' in the early
afternoon. On the second last sharp right
hand turn before the finish line of Stage Six,
the team hit a curb, bending the left front tie
rod and pushing the sub-frame backwards.

575 C Berry Street,
Winnipeg, MB

204-774-KART (5278)
*some restrictions apply, see website for details. www.speedworld.ca
Gander
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Back to Marystown we go with the car on a flatbed. The
with him the next day. He says “OK; just get out of here.”
slogan is right; it's about the drive, one way or another; this
We actually get to Brigus in time for the last two stages of
time by flatbed unfortunately. This drive wasn't quite what
the
Targa and we are elated. Even though we only
we had in mind. The attrition in this Targa is astounding.
completed 17 of the 40 stages, we made the finish line.
And the repairs that are done by the
Then it's off to or should I say back to St.
various teams under varying conditions
Johns
for the on the wharf car meet and
and resources are remarkable. While we
greet
at
The Keg and another party.
are repairing our car, three more teams
What a drive this has been!
arrive at the repair shop for repairs on
their cars. Another impromptu party in
While we are standing around the cars
Newfoundland; complete with the
swapping stories, Gary, the owner of
necessary liquid refreshment. The quys
Carfix where the car was fixed this
are ever mindful that they have to pass a
morning drives up on his Harley. After an
breathalyzer test if they are to drive the
exchange of pleasantries and talk of the
Stage in Brigus
next day so consumption is strictly
race, Dave says that he will settle the bill
limited.
for the repairs the next day. Gary,
replies back “forget it, it's on the house'.
Our tie rod is straightened using brute
Again the generosity of
force with an iron bar. The wheels are
Newfoundlanders
comes to the fore.
realigned with a $25,000 brand new
These
folks
are
amazing!
alignment tools that the mechanic is
using for the first time. However, the
Photo by Ray L'Arrivee
problem with the sub-frame
is not
discovered. That will be determined in
St. Johns, tomorrow. Yes, tomorrow.

The Awards Banquet is held the next
night when another anecdote on the
generosity of the Newfoundland people
is recalled by Jim Kenzie the MC.
Stage Through Brigus
Apparently, one BMW team after
We wake up the next morning to discover
repairing its car all Thursday night, found
that the left front wheel is approximately
itself back on the road the next morning
one inch back of the right front wheel.
only
to have the car stall once more.
We've come too far to quit now. We have
While standing on the side of the Trans
no choice but to go to a specialty shop,
Canada Hwy, a couple stopped and
'CARFIX' in St. Johns and hope that we
asked
what the problem was. The team
can still make the last stage in Brigus at
said
they
really need a car trailer so they
2:30 in the afternoon. The car is fit to
could get to the final stage of the Targa.
drive but definitely not in a race such as
Wharf at Night
No
problem said the couple. We have
the Targa.
one not too far from here. The trailer is obtained and the
We drive almost three hours into St. John's where the first
couple then trailer the car approximately 200 km to Brigus
Photo by Ray L'Arrivee
thing the mechanic does is take off the skid plate and
in time for the final stage. The car is pushed across the
discovers that the sub-frame problem. One and half hours
finish line, thus qualifying for the 'Finish Medallion.” They
later, with another alignment and other necessary repairs,
had completed the requisite 30 of the 40 stages and had
the garage owner, Gary Ball tells us to take off for Brigus for
crossed the last finish line. Without hesitation, the couple
the last stage of the Targa. We tell him we'll settle the bill
continued on page 12

WANTED
PORSCHE MAGAZINES,
BOOKS, MANUALS,
CDs, DVDs

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them
to the Red River Region Library. Contact
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then offered to trailer the car 75 km to the St John's wharf
for the final meet and greet. Now that is going above and
beyond in terms of generosity and hospitality; but it is so
typical of Newfoundlanders.,.
Yes, the Targa is about the drive, but more importantly, it s
about the people, 'Bless their Hearts'
Towards the end of the evening, our team was in for a
surprise ending. We were awarded 'The Spirit of Targa'
for displaying perseverance, guts, and fortitude in over
coming adversity and crossing the finish line. If Dave and
Bill had not crossed that final Finish line, the feeling of
emptiness would probably last until the next Targa. We
finished on a high note and we'll be back for more highs
and lows, more brew, and definitely in hopes of returning
some of the generosity and hospitality that was shown us.

Garage in Marystown

Yes, “It's About the Drive”; but more than that, it's about the
people, for without them, the memories would not be as
memorable.
For more information on the Targa Newfoundland, go to
www.TargaNewfoundland.com.

Stage in Brigus

Submitted by Ed Klemm
Photos by Ed Klemm

Jack Robinson's Yard

Jack Robinson's Yard

COTTAGE
LOTS
AVAILABLE
Sunday Proloque
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International Racing Elite Compete in Porsche 911 GT3 Cup Race Car
The Porsche 911 GT3 Cup is the most-produced race car
in history. To date, over 2,000 vehicles have been
delivered to customers around the world. And now, the 450
hp GT racer from Weissach belongs to the official
competition cars at the Race of Champions, where a
number of the world's most talented and famous racing
celebrities from the most diverse disciplines came
together in Dusseldorf, Germany on November 27 and 28.

not one of the participating drivers knows the car like I do."
The Porsche 911 GT3 Cup, based on the road-legal 911
GT3 RS sports car, is powered by a 3.8-liter, six-cylinder
boxer engine delivering 450 hp. The spectacularsounding race exhaust system features a fully controlled
catalytic converter. The rear-engine concept and the wide
track give the racing 911 excellent traction and razorsharp handling. Pilots operate the sequential six-speed
gearbox manually. Power from the high-revving engine
(max. 8,500 rpm) is distributed to the wide rear wheels via
a mechanical differential.

Joining the ranks of the world class starter field is Porsche
pilot Jeroen Bleekemolen. The 29-year-old driver from the
Netherlands won the GTC class of the American Le Mans
Series with Tim Pappas this season at the wheel of a 911
GT3 Cup and knows the car from many years of racing. In
2008 and 2009 he won the Porsche Mobil1 Supercup, the
fastest international brand trophy series. In 2008 he
earned a victory in the LMP2 class at the Le Mans 24
Hours with a Porsche RS Spyder.

"I'm very pleased that the racing elite from all over the
globe will be seen driving the world's most produced race
car, the Porsche 911 GT3 Cup," says Hartmut Kristen,
head of Motorsport at Porsche. "I'm sure that fans and
drivers alike will have just as much pleasure in the
spectacular sound and the superb handling of this
vehicle."

In Dusseldorf, Bleekemolen was up against the likes of
Formula 1 pilots Michael Schumacher and Sebastian
Vettel as well as World Rally Champion Sébastien Loeb
and World Touring Car Champion Andy Priaulx.

This marks the return of the Race of Champions to
Germany since its first meet here in 1989. Get more
information on the event's official site
www.raceofchampions.com.

"I'm proud to be part of the Race of Champions for the first
time," says Bleekemolen. "Obviously, I'm hoping to contest
as many heats as possible with the Porsche 911 GT3 Cup -

Submitted by Jill Beck, PCA
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Web Site Makeover
Don’t forget to check out the great job Mike
Shaver did redesigning our web site. You can find
past newsletters, board member comments,
meeting minutes, members’ car photos and more.
You can also follow Red River PCA on Twitter.

Annual
Holiday Dinner
The 2010 Annual Holiday Dinner
will be held at
Gasthaus Gutenberger, 2583 Portage Avenue
on Saturday December 11, 2010
Cocktails at 6pm with Dinner at 7pm. sharp

Congratulations!
Joe & Sarah
on your twin boys

Joshua Gordon
&
Ethan Thomas
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Porsche Genuine Leather Steering Wheel
Airbag. Black with Gold Porsche crest. Nice
piece!! $399. 1/4 the price of a NEW one. Call
Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

MODELS FOR SALE
Porsche 959, 1:18 scale collectors model, metallic white
with burgundy interior and trademark 959 triple-stripe on
seats. Brand new in original box, discontinued years ago.
This is serial no. 0001 so it is ultra-rare. $250. Kevin. 2545178
Porsche No. 1, the first model 356 produced in Gmund,
Austria in 1948. 1:18 scale die cast painted silver with red
seats. Very hard to come by model beautifully detailed right
down to the rims. A nice example of Porsche history for the
iconic collector. Brand new in original display box. $175. Call
Kevin @ 254-5178 or porscheclub@mac.com

D
L
O

Porsche Genuine Leather-Wrap Steering
Wheel. Black. New condition!! $299 Call Kevin
@ 254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

S

“Porsche Design” Polizei 4-Car
Collection—Made in Germany (Limited Edition
5,000 worldwide) 356C Cabrio (1965), 914/4
(1971), 911T 2.4 (1972), 911 Carrera 3.6
(1996). $195 for the historic collection of
Porsche Autobahn Police cars. All NEW in original boxes. Call: 204-254-5178 or Email:
porscheclub@mac.com

Porsche 911 993 Illuminated Reflector Bar - The very first of its kind,
ILLUMINATED "PORSCHE" name. This is a plug 'n play replacement for the
existing OEM lens. Now, you can proudly display the PORSCHE brand when
you drive down the street or at the next Porsche event. It can be wired to come
on in three unique ways: Whenever the car is started or; whenever the lights are
turned on; or whenever the brakes are engaged.
There are no bulbs to change or
replace. The built-in ballast
ensures constant even lighting.
Weatherproof, shock proof, and
copy proof. The design required
to complete this was extensive
as Porsche never intended anyone to be creative enough to
modify the OEM reflector bar.
But it was done using the existing letters as the template. The
rest required internal fabrication
and testing and refinements to
get the effect to be not too dim
and not too bright but just right. So yes, it is completely street legal in all states
and provinces.

“Porsche Design” 1:12th Scale Carrera GT
Radio-Control model (This was the last model in existence
NEW in box—Dealer Only Order). This Porsche functions
like the real GT with detachable roof and a rear spoiler that
automatically extends in high speed mode. Call Kevin at:
204-254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com. New in
box $299

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
New adjustable early 944 suspension, coilovers, Konis, used heavy swaybar,
new pads and dash cap $1200 OBO Mike 204-848-7582
"PORSCHE" "Turbo" "Carrera" "Boxster" illuminate brake light script.
This is a center mount brake light overlay. It adheres to your brake light housing.
Scaled to fit perfectly over the existing third brake light or center mount brake
light. Hit the brakes and voila, the script of your choice lights up, proudly displaying your model to the driver behind you. Brake light scripts are available for the
following models: 1994-1998 993
Carrera, 1996-1997 993 TURBO,
1997-2006 Boxster, Late model
Carrera.
The script P-O-R-S-C-H-E, turbo &
Carrera are all = 17 3/8" long
The script Boxster = 22 3/8" long
The smaller script Carrera = 11 3/4"
long.
These are all season and UV resistant. You will stand out from other
Porsche owners as it gives an OEM
look bringing your Porsche into the
new millennium. Special pricing of
$59 for all Porsche Club members.
These are all that remain so act quickly. Contact Kevin @ 254-5178 or email to
porscheclub@ mac.com

$899.00 shipped for FREE anywhere within North America. Call Kevin at : 204254-5178 or email porscheclub@mac.com
For Sale: windshield washer fluid tank (used) for 944, complete with cap, cap
nozzles, internal hoses (one with screened pick-up). Out of a 1984 944, but will
likely fit a number of other model years. $20.00 Contact Brian Hanson via e-mail
at brian_hanson@mts.net
40th Anniversary Porsche 911 (1974-2003) Storm-Proof Car Cover with
storage bag (which doubles as a duffle bag or travel carry-on) & locking cable.
Never used. Another great item from Porsche's Premier Tequipment line. No
longer available from Porsche. This car cover fits like a glove over your Porsche
911 and boldly displays the Porsche name and crest on the front of the cover and
has special stripping along the bottom perimeter in honor of the 40th
anniversary celebration. Get it now
for year-round storage, for
temporary protection while the
convertible top is down, or simply as
a dust cover. Can be used on smaller
Porsches as well such as the 914,
944 and Boxster. $299 in original box
and storage bag. Call Kevin at: 2545178 or email anytime:
porscheclub@mac.com. For a
complete list of all Porsche items,
just ask and it will be made available
for you to browse through.

European Leather Cream. As a show car competitor
people often ask me what products I use to make old
cars look like new. Recently, I was able to secure one of
those product lines I use direct from the supplier and
pass along wholesale savings to club members.
European leather cream direct from Italy for your cars
interior. Three jars. One to clean, shine and protect
against environmental elements; one as a conditioner
and softener, and one as a color restorer. Urad (the
world's number one selling leather care product of its kind) is used on the type of
quality hides you'll find in your Porsche, no matter how old they are. It can also be
used on your leather furniture, jackets, purses, and boots and shoes. It even
brings back old parched vinyl from the dead. $60 for all three which includes the
tax. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email porscheclub@mac.com.

To place an ad, contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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RED RIVER REGION CALENDAR of LOCAL EVENTS
December 11th
Christmas Dinner
Gasthaus Gutenberger
Upcoming events will also be posted on our
region website - redriverpca.org
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR ANY EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org
Next club meetings:
Pony Corral, 1700 Pembina Hwy. 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 5th, 2011

Check web site for location.
Please feel free to join us earlier for or refreshments before the meeting begins.
As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.

Red River Region Executive
President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
Vice-President/Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

Treasurer
Yvonne Friesen
yvonnef@mts.net

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com

Past President
Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES

Red River Region Appointed Chairs
MAAC Representative
(Manitoba Association of
Auto Clubs)
Kevin Dill
krd@mac.com
EVENTS OF OTHER
CAR CLUBS
Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Zone 10 Midwest Representative
Doug Pierce (Kansas), 913-897-5444,
zone10rep@yahoo.com
If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

